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Climate change is one of the most significant
risks we face, with far-reaching implications
across a wide range of industries. We
developed our climate risk model to help us
identify where climate risks matter most.
JOSHUA KENDALL, HEAD OF RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT RESEARCH AND STEWARDSHIP
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INTRODUCTION
Climate change is one of the greatest challenges of our time. Governments
and businesses are grappling with the implications, and responsible investors
seek to discern how climate change might affect investment risks and
opportunities.
In 2017, Insight Investment introduced our climate risk ratings, which we
believe to be the investment industry’s first comprehensive ranking of fixed
income corporate credit issuers focusing on climate change-related risks.
The ratings are aligned with the framework developed by the Financial Stability
Board’s Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)1, and we
have enhanced our framework over time to incorporate more data and detail.
Today, the Prime climate risk ratings sit alongside Insight’s Prime corporate
and sovereign ESG ratings. Based on data from multiple inputs and adjusted
using our in-house expertise, our Prime ESG ratings seek to more accurately
and reliably reflect material risks, supporting Insight’s focus on precision
investment and risk management to help our clients achieve their goals.
In this brochure, we explain the Prime climate risk ratings, which aim to
highlight the key climate risks companies face, including how corporate
issuers are positioning themselves for a low carbon transition.

PRIME CLIMATE RISK RATINGS: KEY NUMBERS2

Universe of over

Based on over

1,700 200
issuers

14

data inputs

key climate-related
issues covered

1
For more information go to: https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/. The website links provided are for your convince
only not an endorsement by insight. Insight is not responsible for the accuracy validity of the content.
2
As of December 31, 2020.
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HOW INSIGHT USES THE PRIME CLIMATE
RISK RATINGS
• The Prime climate risk ratings are integrated within Insight’s
investment process. They aim to help our analysts and portfolio
managers consider material climate risks in their investment
decisions and to identify potential issuers for engagement.
• Regular monitoring of ESG risks is a feature of our responsible
investment process. We review changes on a quarterly basis to
identify low or deteriorating performance and feed these results
into investment team discussions.
• For clients seeking investment strategies that reflect their views
on climate issues, Prime climate risk ratings enable dedicated
solutions and portfolios with specific climate criteria.

HOW THE PRIME CLIMATE RISK RATINGS
COULD HELP INVESTORS
• The Prime climate risk model processes multiple data inputs, with
our portfolio managers and analysts overlaying their expertise to
ensure it reflects the climate risks that issuers face.
• We believe the Prime climate risk model generates high-quality
ratings that are particularly relevant for fixed income investors, as
it focuses on material risks regarding default and builds in our
analysts’ qualitative judgement.
• The model offers a transparent and powerful interface for Insight’s
fixed income portfolio managers and analysts to interrogate the
information it provides, helping them to understand exactly why
an issuer or sector receives a particular rating.

APPLYING THE PRIME CLIMATE RISK RATINGS
• The Prime climate risk ratings are a valuable input into our
research process alongside other factors we consider when
assessing risks and opportunities in investments to define an
appropriate valuation.
• The use and impact of Prime climate risk ratings in specific
investment strategies will vary, potentially significantly, depending
on the nature of the asset class and the structure of the
investment mandate involved.
• For specific details of how we use Prime climate risk ratings in our
investment solutions, please contact your Insight relationship manager.
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PRIME CLIMATE RISK RATINGS
AN OVERVIEW
THE PRIME CLIMATE RISK RATINGS EXPAND UPON THE PRINCIPLES OF THE TCFD. THE RATINGS INCLUDE
FORWARD-LOOKING SCENARIO ANALYSIS, WHICH IN TURN REST ON KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS WE
HAVE CURATED, WEIGHTED AND SCORED.
The ratings are generated using inputs from numerous climate data sources, adjusted for quality and relevance by Insight’s credit,
ESG and data experts, who also weight them according to their significance for different sectors.
The Prime climate risk ratings were created with the TCFD framework at its core to generate ratings that we believe more accurately
and reliably reflect the climate risks that corporates face.
It aims to help our fixed income analysts and portfolio managers consider material climate risks, informing their decision-making and
engagement, and to enable portfolios for clients requesting specific climate criteria.
Figure 1: The Prime climate risk model3
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IN DEPTH
HOW THE PRIME CLIMATE RISK RATINGS
AIM TO REFLECT THE KEY CLIMATE ISSUES
THE PRIME CLIMATE RISK MODEL AIMS TO ANALYSE AND QUANTIFY THE RISK DUE TO CLIMATE CHANGE FOR
MORE THAN 1,700 CREDIT ISSUERS4, DRAWING FROM OVER 200 INDIVIDUAL DATA INPUTS.
Our methodology harnesses information sourced from direct company responses and best-in-class third-party data providers, before
overlaying sector- and location-adjusted weightings to give an overall climate risk measure.
The model is led by the principles of the TCFD, set up in 2015 by the Financial Stability Board to develop voluntary and consistent climaterelated financial risk disclosures for use by companies in providing information to investors, lenders, insurers, and other stakeholders. The
model encompasses both transition and physical risk factors within its framework and is paired with a broad-based dataset designed to inform
beyond the specific TCFD ‘recommended disclosures’.

Figure 2: Digging down into transition and physical climate risks5
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4

As of December 31, 2020. 5 For illustrative purposes only.
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1. Governance risk measures an issuer’s level of engagement in
climate-related activities and the ability of its leadership to identify,
assess, integrate and manage current and future climate-related
issues.
2. Regulation and litigation risk assesses the transparency of
climate-related reporting, and the ﬁnancial impact of relevant
emissions regulations and climate-related issues.

3. Operations risk determines the extent to which a company’s
products, services and value chain may be affected by the transition
towards a low-carbon economy.

1. Acute risk refers to event-driven climate hazards that would result
in immediate disruption for an issuer. The event drivers we analyze
are ﬁre, ﬂood, coldwave, heatwave and hurricane.

2. Chronic risk is associated with longer-terms shifts in climate
patterns where the impact manifests gradually over an extended
period. We evaluate the impacts of coastal ﬂood and water stress.

Figure 3: How the Prime climate risk model considers transition risks6
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Figure 4: How the Prime climate risk model considers physical risks7
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EXPLAINING CARBON EMISSIONS
Carbon emissions are a key metric that helps to measure how an entity contributes to climate change. The TCFD recommends the
disclosure of Scope 1 and Scope 2, and if relevant Scope 3, greenhouse gas emissions, and the related risks.
• Scope 1 emissions: These are direct
emissions from sources owned or
controlled by the entity.

• Scope 2 emissions: These are
indirect emissions, resulting from
the generation of electricity, heating
and/or cooling, and steam, from a
utility provider.

• Scope 3 emissions: These are
indirect emissions that impact an
entity’s value chain.8

For illustrative purposes only. 8 For more information on how Scope 3 emissions might be calculated and measured, the Greenhouse Gas
Protocol organization (https://ghgprotocol.org/) has developed the Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Accounting and Reporting Standard.
More information is available here: https://ghgprotocol.org/standards/scope-3-standard

6,7
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HOW THE PRIME CLIMATE RISK MODEL
GENERATES CLIMATE RISK RATINGS
THE PRIME CLIMATE RISK MODEL FOLLOWS A TRANSPARENT AND ROBUST PROCESS TO GENERATE CLIMATE
RISK RATINGS, GUIDED BY INSIGHT’S QUANTITATIVE RESEARCHERS, CREDIT ANALYSTS AND EXPERTS IN
SEEKING TO ENSURE THE RATINGS REFLECT THE MATERIAL CLIMATE RISKS THAT CORPORATES FACE.

HOW THE PRIME CLIMATE RATINGS ARE GENERATED
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Significant measures have been developed to refine the data by adjusting for unexplained outliers, incomplete entries and
responses not applicable to particular companies for a given scoring metric. Attention is given to the transparency of responses
provided, which is incorporated into the overall risk rating. Over 200 raw data inputs are fed into the Prime climate risk model.
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The raw data inputs are assigned to one or more of 14 relevant key issues. These inputs are curated by Insight’s Responsible
Investment Team to ensure they are weighted for materiality, with c.50 metrics currently considered material for the key issues
within the model.9
The process of producing a transition raw metric score, prior to weighting adjustments, is illustrated below (see Figure 6).
The scoring of each metric produces an output score between 0 (worst) and 1 (best).
Figure 5: Illustrative scoring metric10
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The metric weights are adjusted to reflect the quality of the data available, the extent to which the data has been transformed
into a meaningful metric and how appropriate the metric is to the underlying key issues to which it pertains.
Physical risk key issues are measured by assigning each company a sensitivity to each weather/climate event, and the likelihood
of such an event occurring is determined by location. The model applies low, medium and severe climate change scenarios,
considered as at 2020, 2030 and 2050. The likelihood and sensitivity scores are combined to give a key issue measure.
For transition risk key issues, scores are weighted averages of the relevant metric values. For physical risk key issues, where we
have data on numerous related entities, we take the worst quartile scores for each metric, wherever the corresponding company
has assets/operations.

4

THEME SCORE

5

6

To produce theme scores, the key issue scores are weighted in accordance with the materiality of their risk, classified by industry
and location. To do this, we derive the weighting based on two matrices. A fixed weighting is assigned to each, and the values are
multiplied to derive a final weighting:
• The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) Sector Matrix considers the importance of the key issues in relation to the
Industry of a company (see Table 1).
• The Location Matrix reflects the prominence of the key issues in relation to the country of the responding company, capturing
anomalous events or unusual policy. Since the scoring is reactive, a neutral score is standard.

Figure 6: Sector weightings and materiality of transition climate risks11
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PILLAR RATING6
We calculate the transition risk by taking the weighted average of the relevant transition key issue scores, and the physical risk by
taking the weakest physical key issue score for each company. These pillar scores allow for improved transparency of the source
of risk for each company when making investment decisions.
For the transitional pillar, we generate a raw score using the weighted average of the key issue scores under that pillar.
These raw scores are ranked over the model’s entire coverage universe to generate a rating of 1 (best) to 5 (worst). These are
generated according to the model’s percentile ranges in Figure 7.
For the physical pillar, we set absolute boundaries for generating ratings 1 (best) to 5 (worst) based on the raw scores.
These levels are calibrated using issuers who have previously suffered defaults due to physical risk events.
Figure 7: Transitional pillar rating is renormalized relative to the Prime climate risk model’s entire coverage universe
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CLIMATE RISK RATING
The final Prime climate risk rating is the worse of the two pillar scores, to ensure the rating reflects the most significant risk.
• If there is no transitional pillar rating, no overall climate risk rating is assigned.
• If there is no physical pillar rating, the transitional pillar rating is assigned as the overall climate risk rating.
For issuers without a Prime climate risk rating that operate in a sector particularly exposed to climate risks, we seek assurances
from the company, both via direct engagement and credit research, either of their appropriate management of these risks or that
the investor is compensated for these risks.
As part of our stewardship program, we encourage issuers to disclose pertinent climate-related information to CDP12, and
to set aggressive and verifiable decarbonization targets with the Science Based Targets initiative13. For some issuers with no
coverage, we may choose to exclude them from the investible universe. The precise approach depends on the strategy.

12

www.cdp.net 13 https://sciencebasedtargets.org
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Climate change can be a
material risk, due to changes in
the environment as well as the broad
long-term shift towards a low-carbon economy.
The Prime climate risk ratings aim to highlight
the specific risks different
companies face.

LUCY SPEAKE,
HEAD OF EUROPEAN CREDIT,
DEPUTY HEAD OF FIXED INCOME,
CHAIR OF RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
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HOW INSIGHT’S PORTFOLIO MANAGERS AND
ANALYSTS USE THE PRIME CLIMATE RISK RATINGS
INSIGHT IS DEDICATED TO PRECISION INVESTING THAT HELPS CLIENTS ACHIEVE THEIR GOALS, AND WE
BELIEVE ANALYSIS OF CLIMATE ISSUES CAN PLAY A CENTRAL ROLE.
The Prime climate risk ratings help our fixed income portfolio managers and analysts to:
• consider material climate risks, supporting their investment decisions and identifying potential for constructive engagement with
debt issuers
• build dedicated strategies for clients seeking portfolios that reflect specific climate criteria

INTEGRATING CLIMATE RISKS WITHIN THE INVESTMENT PROCESS
Within fixed income, default risk is the prism through which our analysts consider every issue. A full investment analysis is required to
inform an investment decision and climate risks are a necessary element in assigning a credit rating that indicates the relative risk of
default loss.
Through the combination of climate risk screening and financial analysis, Insight’s extended credit risk appraisal process brings together an
assessment of the financial risks associated with a company’s performance with a clearly defined set of key business risks, including climate
considerations, as a part of the mainstream investment process (see Figure 8).
Generally speaking, for active fixed income portfolios without explicit investment criteria linked to climate change, climate risk is a material
but not a central risk factor in most sectors. For such portfolios, our analysts are required to check and record the materiality of climate risk
as part of their research.
For portfolios with a longer-term time horizon, such as our strategic credit portfolios, and for portfolios with explicit sustainability and
climate change investment criteria, our assessment of climate risk is a key factor which can drive portfolio allocations. We will typically seek
to engage with entities with meaningful climate risks, to understand those risks and how they are managed.
Figure 8: ESG risks, including climate risks, are integrated within Insight’s credit analysis14
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Engagements with companies about climate issues
We believe that engagement with company management can play an important role in helping
our analysts and portfolio managers identify and manage risk, and in building portfolios that
reflect our clients’ requirements. Insight conducts two types of engagement:
• engagement focusing on identifying risk
• engagement focusing on a company’s behavior (‘impact’)

Risk engagement
Our credit analysts regularly meet with issuers to discuss climate and non-climate related
issues across all areas of corporate credit. Each analyst identifies the engagement issues
relevant for each specific issuer, using the Prime climate risk ratings and additional research to
engage companies on potential risk factors.
Our risk-focused issuer engagements focus on three aspects: materiality, information
provision, and climate transparency.
• Materiality assessment: The climate research phase may flag specific issues that analysts
consider to be potentially creditworthy. Prior to any investment recommendation analysts
may engage with management to discuss the issues directly. Analysts will focus on new
risks picked up during the research and uncertainties as these could have the most relevant
credit impact.
• Information provision: More acute financial impacts from climate events can often mean
gaps in data or analysis covering these issues. This is particularly the case after a high-profile
event, where our analysts might engage with a broad number of issuers to learn more about
how they are managing an issue. This information will ultimately feed into the materiality
assessment.
• Climate transparency: Where there are gaps in the Prime climate risk model coverage we
may use this as a focus for engagement, particularly if the issuer operates in an industry or
sector more exposed to climate risks.

Impact engagement
The Prime climate risk ratings can help our ESG team identify potential issues over which to
engage with companies to encourage a change or improvement in behavior. These
engagements can be resource intensive and long-term.
For some companies we work collaboratively with other investors. A group of investors will be
more effective in seeking change with companies and communicating ways behavioral
improvements can align with the needs of investors.
We focus on issues that affect a range of companies or that affect the stability and resilience of
the financial system. Our internal ESG research, including our climate risk ratings and
experience dealing with the company, influences our decision to support engagements. We
also need to consider whether the issue is important to portfolios and over what time frame,
and with whom will the engagement take place.
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BUILDING PORTFOLIOS WITH CLIMATE-SPECIFIC CRITERIA
The Prime climate risk ratings can be used to help build portfolios for investors
seeking to invest in line with specific climate criteria. These may also involve
sector exclusions or a bias in favor of specific metrics (see Figure 9), as well as
requirements for proactive engagement on climate issues.
Figure 9: Investors may seek to build portfolios with a wide range of climatespecific criteria

14
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
• How often are the Prime climate risk ratings updated?
The Prime climate risk ratings are updated quarterly. Inputs from
data providers are checked for high-level fidelity and consistency,
then incorporated into the Prime climate risk model. These
regular updates help our analysts to understand how both short
and long-term risks are having an impact on the industries and
companies they cover. Some data providers release information
annually, so while our data will be up-to-date with the underlying
data providers, they themselves might be out of date with the
issuers – e.g. CDP releases new data annually.

• Is there a mechanism to review or adjust the Prime
climate risk ratings?
If an analyst believes that a rating is incorrect owing to missing,
out-of-date, or verifiably incorrect data, a manual adjustment to
correct a rating which is too high or too low may be
considered. There is a formal process under which they may
apply for a rating change to an independent Responsible
Investment Ratings Review Group. The Group members
exclude portfolio managers or analysts with potential conflicts
of interest. Any change to ratings made as a result of this
process is documented and reviewed annually.

• How does the Prime climate risk model deal with
gaps in climate data?
The transparency within the Prime climate risk model, which
shows in detail how ratings are generated, enables analysts
and portfolio managers to identify gaps in underlying data at a
glance, raising the potential for further qualitative research and
engagement with company management. We also encourage
issuers to be transparent with the data providers. This activity
will serve to further inform our teams of material climate risks,
and may be used to adjust the Prime climate risk rating if
material risks are identified.

• How does the non-assignment of a Prime climate risk
rating affect how we treat an issuer?
For issuers without a Prime climate risk rating that operate in a
sector particularly exposed to climate risks, we seek
assurances from the company, both via direct engagement and
credit research, either of their appropriate management of
these risks or that the investor is compensated for these risks.
For some issuers with no coverage, we may choose to exclude
them from the investible universe, depending on the specific
investment strategy. See page 12 for more information.

INSIGHT’S RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT AND FIXED
INCOME CREDENTIALS
• Insight was a founding signatory to the PRI in 2006, the world’s
leading proponent of responsible investment. In 2020, we were
awarded A+ ratings across the relevant categories in the PRI
survey, including corporate and sovereign debt15.
• We have been supporters of the Institutional Investors Group
on Climate Change (IIGCC) and CDP initiatives since our
founding in 200216.
• Insight manages responsible, sustainable and impact ESG
strategies. We manage more than $16bn in ESG strategies17.
Alongside the Prime climate risk ratings, Insight uses
proprietary corporate and sovereign ESG ratings.
• Our Credit Analysis Team has an average industry experience
of 15 years across 43 analysts, and draws on the expertise of
Insight’s wider Fixed Income Group, which comprises 119
investment professionals in total. Insight invests $132.3bn
across the full universe of credit opportunities, comprising both
physical securities and credit derivatives17.

15
PRI Annual Assessment Report, 2020. For more information, please visit https://www.insightinvestment. com/responsible-horizons/
pri-ratings/. Signatories to the PRI pay an annual fee. They are required to report annually on their responsible investment activities and they
receive ratings based on their reported data. Full details of PRI reporting and assessment methodology are available at www.unpri.org/
signatories/signatory-accountability/about-pri-reporting. The website links provided are for your convince only not an endorsement by
insight. Insight is not responsible for the accuracy validity of the content. 16 https://www.iigcc.org/about-us/our-members/. The website links
provided are for your convince only not an endorsement by insight. Insight is not responsible for the accuracy validity of the content. 17 As of
December 31, 2020. Assets under management (AUM) are represented by the value of the client’s assets or liabilities Insight is asked to
manage. These will primarily be the mark-to-market value of securities managed on behalf of clients, including collateral if applicable. Where
a client mandate requires Insight to manage some or all of a client’s liabilities (e.g. LDI strategies), AUM will be equal to the value of the client
specific liability benchmark and/or the notional value of other risk exposure through the use of derivatives. Insight North America (INA) is part
of ‘Insight’ or ‘Insight Investment’, the corporate brand for certain asset management companies operated by Insight Investment
Management Limited including, among others, Insight Investment Management (Global) Limited, Insight Investment International Limited
and Insight Investment Management (Europe) Limited. Advisory services referenced herein are available in the US only through INA. Figures
shown in USD. FX rates as per WM Reuters 4pm spot rates.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
This document has been prepared by Insight North America LLC (INA), a registered investment adviser under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 and
regulated by the US Securities and Exchange Commission. INA is part of ‘Insight’ or ‘Insight Investment’, the corporate brand for certain asset management
companies operated by Insight Investment Management Limited including, among others, Insight Investment Management (Global) Limited, Insight
Investment International Limited and Insight Investment Management (Europe) Limited (IIMEL).
Opinions expressed herein are current opinions of Insight, and are subject to change without notice. Insight assumes no responsibility to update such
information or to notify a client of any changes. Any outlooks, forecasts or portfolio weightings presented herein are as of the date appearing on this material
only and are also subject to change without notice. Insight disclaims any responsibility to update such views. No forecasts can be guaranteed.
Nothing in this document is intended to constitute an offer or solicitation to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any product or service (nor shall any product
or service be offered or sold to any person) in any jurisdiction in which either (a) INA is not licensed to conduct business, and/or (b) an offer, solicitation,
purchase or sale would be unavailable or unlawful.
This document should not be duplicated, amended, or forwarded to a third party without consent from INA. This is a marketing document intended for
institutional investors only and should not be made available to or relied upon by retail investors. This material is provided for general information only and
should not be construed as investment advice or a recommendation. You should consult with your adviser to determine whether any particular investment
strategy is appropriate.
Assets under management (AUM) represented by the value of the client’s assets or liabilities Insight is asked to manage. These will primarily be the mark-tomarket value of securities managed on behalf of clients, including collateral if applicable. Where a client mandate requires Insight to manage some or all of a
client’s liabilities (e.g. LDI strategies), AUM will be equal to the value of the client specific liability benchmark and/or the notional value of other risk exposure
through the use of derivatives. Regulatory assets under management without exposures can be provided upon request. Unless otherwise specified, the
performance shown herein is that of Insight Investment (for Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS), the ‘firm’) and not specifically of Insight North
America. A copy of the GIPS composite disclosure page is available upon request.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance, which will vary. The value of investments and any income from them will fluctuate and is not
guaranteed (this may partly be due to exchange rate changes). Future returns are not guaranteed and a loss of principal may occur.
Targeted returns intend to demonstrate that the strategy is managed in such a manner as to seek to achieve the target return over a normal market cycle
based on what Insight has observed in the market, generally, over the course of an investment cycle. In no circumstances should the targeted returns be
regarded as a representation, warranty or prediction that the specific deal will reflect any particular performance or that it will achieve or is likely to achieve
any particular result or that investors will be able to avoid losses, including total losses of their investment.
The information shown is derived from a representative account deemed to appropriately represent the management styles herein. Each investor’s portfolio is
individually managed and may vary from the information shown. The mention of a specific security is not a recommendation to buy or sell such security. The
specific securities identified are not representative of all the securities purchased, sold or recommended for advisory clients. It should not be assumed that an
investment in the securities identified will be profitable. Actual holdings will vary for each client and there is no guarantee that a particular client’s account will
hold any or all of the securities listed.
The quoted benchmarks within this document do not reflect deductions for fees, expenses or taxes. These benchmarks are unmanaged and cannot be
purchased directly by investors. Benchmark performance is shown for illustrative purposes only and does not predict or depict the performance of any
investment. There may be material factors relevant to any such comparison such as differences in volatility, and regulatory and legal restrictions between the
indices shown and the strategy.
Transactions in foreign securities may be executed and settled in local markets. Performance comparisons will be affected by changes in interest rates.
Investment returns fluctuate due to changes in market conditions. Investment involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. No assurance can be given
that the performance objectives of a given strategy will be achieved.
Insight does not provide tax or legal advice to its clients and all investors are strongly urged to consult their tax and legal advisors regarding any potential
strategy or investment.
Information herein may contain, include or is based upon forward-looking statements within the meaning of the federal securities laws, specifically Section 21E
of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. Forward-looking statements include all statements, other than statements of historical fact, that address
future activities, events or developments, including without limitation, business or investment strategy or measures to implement strategy, competitive
strengths, goals expansion and growth of our business, plans, prospects and references to future or success. You can identify these statements by the fact
that they do not relate strictly to historical or current facts. Words such as ‘anticipate’, ‘estimate’, ‘expect’, ‘project’, ‘intend’, ‘plan’, ‘believe’, and other similar
words are intended to identify these forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements can be affected by inaccurate assumptions or by known or
unknown risks and uncertainties. Many such factors will be important in determining our actual future results or outcomes. Consequently, no forward-looking
statement can be guaranteed. Our actual results or outcomes may vary materially. Given these uncertainties, you should not place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements.
Insight and BNY Mellon Securities Corporation are subsidiaries of BNY Mellon. BNYMSC is a registered broker and FINRA member. BNY Mellon is the corporate
brand of the Bank of New York Mellon Corporation and may also be used as a generic term to reference the Corporation as a whole or its various subsidiaries
generally. Products and services may be provided under various brand names and in various countries by subsidiaries, affiliates and joint ventures of the Bank
of New York Mellon Corporation where authorized and regulated as required within each jurisdiction. Unless you are notified to the contrary, the products and
services mentioned are not insured by the FDIC (or by any government entity) and are not guaranteed by or obligations of the Bank of New York Mellon
Corporation or any of its affiliates. The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation assumes no responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of the above data
and disclaims all expressed or implied warranties in connection there with. Personnel of certain of our BNY Mellon affiliates may act as: (i) registered
representatives of BNY Mellon Securities Corporation (in its capacity as a registered broker-dealer) to offer securities, (ii) officers of the Bank of New York
Mellon (a New York chartered bank) to offer bank-maintained collective investment funds and (iii) associated persons of BNY Mellon Securities Corporation (in
its capacity as a registered investment adviser) to offer separately managed accounts managed by BNY Mellon Investment Management firms.
Disclaimer for Non-US Clients: Prospective clients should inform themselves as to the legal requirements and tax consequences within the countries of their
citizenship, residence, domicile and place of business with respect to the purchase and ongoing provision of advisory services. No regulator or government
authority has reviewed this document or the merits of the products and services referenced herein.
This document is directed and intended for ‘institutional investors’ (as such term is defined in various jurisdictions). By accepting this document, you agree (a)
to keep all information contained herein (the ‘Information’) confidential, (b) not use the Information for any purpose other than to evaluate a potential
investment in any product described herein, and (c) not to distribute the Information to any person other than persons within your organization or to your
client that has engaged you to evaluate an investment in such product.
Telephone conversations may be recorded in accordance with applicable laws.
© 2021 Insight Investment. All rights reserved.
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